BOYS

CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS
American

CARLOS Muniz
Belen

TREUME TROUTT
Jackson

DAVIN CLARK
Coastal Reef

FREDERICK Jones
Monsignor Pace

DELRIN HOPKINS
Booker T. Washington

NICK DIAZ
Jackson

ARTIE BURNS
Northwestern

VAQUAN SMALL
Booker T. Washington

NIGEL PATTERN
Booker T. Washington

KENNY CASTRO
Sunset

NICHOLAS MORREL, DELRIUS HOPKINS, NIGEL PATTERN, TERRAIN MCFEET
Booster T. Washington

TRACK AND FIELD — BOYS' FIRST TEAM

EVENT | NAME, SCHOOL | YR. | STATE
--- | --- | --- | ---
High jump | Christian Williams, American | Jr | 6'-6"
Pole vault | Carlos Muniz, Belen Jesuit | Sr | 15-0
Long jump | Terrance Thornton, Jackson | Jr | 22-8 1/2
Triple jump | Deuces Clark, Coastal Reef | Sr | 46-9 1/2
Discus | Frederick Jones, Monsignor Pace | Sr | 185-5
Shot put | Frederick Jones, Monsignor Pace | Jr | 58-5
100 hurdles | Artie Burns, Northwestern | Jr | 12.17
100 | Delron Hopkins, Booker T. | Jr | 10.66
400 | Nick Diaz, Sunset | So | 42.09
400 hurdles | Ronald Larry, Booker T. | Jr | 47.91
100 hurdles | Artie Burns, Northwestern | Sr | 12.31
800 | Vaquan Small, Booker T. | Jr | 1:55.76
200 | Nigel Patten, Booker T. | Jr | 21.55
5200 | Kenneth Castor, Sunset | Sr | 15:40.94

FIRST TEAM RELAYS

400 relay: Booker T. Washington (Christian McPhaa, Jr; Delron Hopkins, Jr; Nigel Patten, Jr; Nicholas Munoz, Sr) 43.64
1,600 relay: Booker T. Washington (Nigel Patten, Jr; Terrance McPhaa, Jr; Vaquan Small, So; Ronald Larry, Jr) 3:31.46
3,200 relay: Belen Jesuit (Jenifer Gleary-Buty, Sr; Omar Roeser, Jr; Alexander Lewis, Jr; Avery Lopez, Sr) 8:01.98

OTHERS

EVENT | NAME, SCHOOL | YR. | STATE
--- | --- | --- | ---
200 | Ebony Morrison, Killian | Sr | 24.19
100 | J'Nea Bellamy, South Dade | Sr | 11.87
800 | Lourdes Brea, Lourdes | Sr | 2:08.60
400 relay: Southridge (Teneesha Collier, Jr; Nia Roberts, Jr; Abigail Rhodes, Ashley Bostick, Tiffany John-Baptiste) 49.41
300 hurdles | Chris Prophet, Southridge | Jr | 38.57
800 | Marcus Anderson, Southridge | Jr | 2:17.75
3,200 relay: Booker T. Washington, 8:10.41

GIRLS

BARBARA YELSON
South Dade

NATI SHEPPARD
Tamiami Everglades

LEONELIA CARRION
Northwestern

EDDIE BOLLAY
Killian

ZHERI BELLAMY
South Dade

CORIN VELAZCO
Lourdes

DISHONDIA MCCO
Southridge

TEASHA COLLIER
South Dade

LAUREN ARCHER
Tamiami Everglades

LORDES BREA
Lourdes

DISHONDIA MCCO, DESTINY WOODARD, KEVISHA LOVETE, ZHERI BELLAMY, ZHERI BELLAMY
Southridge

STEPHONI VALENTI, BARBARA YELSON, DASHAWAY HARDY, TEASHA COLLIER
South Dade

RAVEN ROSS, EMILY HERNANDEZ, RACHAEL LACCA, KATRINA SANTIAGO
Pahokee

OAS ROSESE, AXITY LOPROZ, ALEXANDER ISAAC, DIBBOD YOUD
Belen Jesuit

EVENT | NAME, SCHOOL | YR. | STATE
--- | --- | --- | ---
High jump | Barbara Vilson, South Dade | Sr | 5-4
Pole vault | Nahi Sheppard, Ransom | Jr | 11-6
Long jump | Ebony Morrison, Killian | Sr | 19-4 1/2
Triple jump | Dishonda McCoo, Southridge | Jr | 37-1
Discus | Lylia Cameron, Northwestern | Jr | 146-2
Shot put | Lylia Cameron, Northwestern | Jr | 44-4 1/4
100 hurdles | Ebony Morrison, Killian | Sr | 15-0
300 | J’Nea Bellamy, South Dade | Sr | 1:16.77
1600 | Corrino Velazco, Lourdes | Sr | 5:08.60
400 | Teneesha Collier, South Dade | Jr | 57.04
500 hurdles | Shamirah Lovett, Jackson | Jr | 40.97
800 | Lourdes Brea, Lourdes | Jr | 2:08.60
200 | Ebony Morrison, Killian | Sr | 24-9
5200 | Lourdes Brea, Lourdes | Jr | 15:36.24

FIRST TEAM RELAYS

400 relay: Southridge (Gandolfo Lovett, Jr; Teneesha Collier, Jr; Emily Hernandez, Jr; Lauren Gavulic, Jr) 49.41
1,600 relay: South Dade (Shawntay Valentine, Sr; Dane-
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